
Ask if they have someone in their social network who follows Jesus. Suggest they ask them about their perspective. 

.

“What do you know of Jesus teachings?” ...or “You don’t need to take notice of my views or that of an 
organisation but what you may want is to have God reveal himself to you.” 
One way I suggest is that you take this NT bible and just read a small section each day praying that 
God will reveal himself to you. He may do this in various different ways - through a person, an 
incident, a thought or from what you read.

Ask them if they would like you to pray for 
them as they read during the week ahead?
Fill out the prayer slip.
Ask if you can contact them in a few days time to 
see if they had any feedback about their 
experience reading Jesus teachings? 
This prayer slip stays with you for you to pray for 
them. It’s your contact, your opportunity to pray
for and, if possible, for further the discussion.         

One way to end the presentation, is to finish with asking ... 
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There are many other biblical theme video clips
from The Bible Project.  (5mins) 
...worthwhile you exploring so you have 
the right resource for the people you speak to. 

Offer them the FREE Bible Gateway APP
Audio or Read in many versions.  

Google ‘What is the Bible Project’
It will take them to this youtube video.
They can also scan the QR Code.
 

They can  theWatch

outline of Luke’s Gospel.

it from the bookRead 

you give them and think

about it. Meditate. 

If they Google 
‘The Bible Project - Luke 1'

It will take them to this 
.youtube video.

They can also scan 
the QR Code. 

or

We are giving away
the choice of 

2 books.
A new testament

and Luke’s Gospel 

When giving Luke's Gospel or NT Bible, 
there will be a paper slip inside.
Explain the various facts about the bible.
Diversity & variety running through
it all united by a common theme. 
...opportunity to explain further.
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